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For the ones who have not read it on our webpage just yet:

The first BIG member to reach the ultimate goal of 1,000 BIGs is:

Etienne Mayeur!

Congratulations Etienne with this FAN_TAS_TIC result!

Edito: Everywhere you go …
Do you recognize this song title? Can you recall to which artist it belongs? The song is from the band
Crowded House and the full sentence reads: Everywhere you go you always take the weather with
you. Applicable as I see it as the weather throughout Europe has not been that good during the period
that we normally refer to as summer. It would be interesting to see if the claim rate has gone down due
to the bad weather this summer. I wish for you all some nice weather to follow the coming month to
enjoy cycling and perhaps a few more BIGs.!

1. TOP 5 BIG news
TOP 1: New rules apply for BIGs 866-875.
The Leading Committee with a positive vote of 2/3 majority inside the judges of the list decided to
change the nrs 866 to 875 of the superlist. Again, after two earlier attempts, the names of the climbs
choosen for those numbers don't give satisfaction to those who have gone there or have the intention
to go there.
The BIGs with numbers 886 up until 875 are located in the ex-USSR region, see map below:

The new rules that apply to the BIGs with numbers 866-875 will be just like the ones for zone 12. In
other words, these BIGs can be freely chosen but do need to have average difference of level of
500m. In fact the ex-USSR region as shown in the map is like a sixth continent.
If you want to know more of the history behind these BIGs then you can read the full news article on:
http://www.challenge-big.eu/en/news/621.
Note:

Kazakhstan is now in zone 12, Asia, and not in the zone 13 (ex-USSR BIGs 866-875)

TOP 2 Meetings
The meetings are that often part of the Top 5 news that they should get perhaps their own chapter in
the newsletters. It also shows that meetings are important. I can say this enough to you that cycling
BIGs is good but attending BIG meeting is better!


Annual BIG meeting 2011: Corsica.
The previous newsletter already gave a brief summary of the annual BIG meeting of this year
that was held on Corsica so I will not repeat that. If you want to know more of the annual BIG
meeting on Corsica then there is feedback and pictures that you can find on:
http://bigascensions.free.fr/rendezvous/corsica/corsica.htm



X-Road 2011 (Côte d'Azur/Liguria from 29th of October - 1st of November)
The last chance for you to join an international BIG event is the Crossroad (X-Road) in the
Côte d'Azur/Liguria region that is organised by BIG and Mont de France (MDF)
(http://www.montsdefrance.be/) which is an organisation that BIG has a close relation with.
Mont de France has designated 100 ascents in France for their list. Some of the ascents of
Mont de France are also BIGs but not all!

Looks good, don’t you agree?

Preliminary Program










Saturday 29th of October 2011
o 14H00
Ascent of BIG: 327 Madonne d’Udelle from Saint-Jean la Rivière
(15 kilometer long and 884 altimeters - no company insured Dominque will only arrive at 16h00)
o 16H00
Friendships drink on the summit.
o 16H30
Leave for Nice
o 20H00
Gather at pizzeria “Au grill d’o” (http://www.grilldor.fr/) for dinner.
th
Sunday 30 of October 2011
o 09H00
Start in La Bolléne Vésubie to the Col de Turini.
o 11H30
We gather on the Col de Turini and cycle the last 4 kilometer to
l'Authion (BIG 676)
In total 20 kilometer of cycling and 1387 altimeters)
o 13H00
Lunch on the Col de Turini
o 16H00
Leave for Nice.
Monday 31th of October 2011
o
In the afternoon the 2 BIGs La Cipressa (BIG 750 ) and Poggio di San
Remo (BIG 749)
o
Italian coffee on the top of the Poggio di San Remo
Tuesday 1st of November2011
o 10h30
Gather in Grasse for the ascent of Montagne de Doublier (BG 324)
and Col de Valferière (BIG 323) that can also be cycled from Grasse.
Wednesday 2nd of November2011
o
Ascension du Mont Chauve (A climb that is on the list of the Mont de
France, meeting at Falicon)

We recall that for a X-Road that the members have to organise the lodging themselves! Here
are some suggestions:
1. Youth Hostell in Nice.
La villa Saint Exupéry: http://www.villahostels.com/gallery-fr
2. Formula 1 Hotel in Nice.
http://www.hotelformule1.com/fr/booking/hotels-list.shtml#topMiddleContent
3. Hotel in Cap Martin
Le Golfe Bleu: http://www.legolfebleu.com/.
Secured car park, room for the cycles, towels included and Wifi (5 euros). One night for a
studio with two beds costs: 125 euros.
Please inform the organisers which part(s) you want to join by sending a mail to
Dominque Jacquemin (jacquemin.dominique@yahoo.fr) or Pierre Chatel
(cyclodocus@wanadoo.fr).
Links for this X-Road:

BIG site:
http://bigascensions.free.fr/rendezvous/cotdazlig2011/cotdazlig2011.htm
Here you can also find a map with all BIGs in that area so you can cycle
some additional BIGs prior to or after the X-Road.

MDF site: http://www.montsdefrance.be/rv/
This page contains the program of the X-Road.


Crossroad 2012 (Scotland, May)
After the success of the BIG meeting in the UK, organiser Kevin Speed has decided to take
care of a follow up by means of a Scottish Crossroad. That will be held in May 2012. More
details will become available on the meetings webpage that you can find here:
http://www.challenge-big.eu/en/page/meetings As well as in the next newsletter.



Annual BIG meeting 2012: (Tatras, arrival on 3rdh of July leave on 9th of July)
And then there is of course next year’s annual BIG meeting in the Tatra region (Poland, Czech
Republic and Slovakia. Take the opportunity to discover the BIGs and the hospitality of
Eastern Europe! Local BIG members will assist you. At the moment 20-30 BIG members have
already registered and there is a maximum of 50 BIG members who can attend. So check out
the details on: http://bigascensions.free.fr/rendezvous/tatras/tatras.htm and register!

TOP 3: Clubs
It’s impressive to see the activity in the top 100. To be in the top 100 you need many BIGs nowadays
and this number is steadily going up. And we also see an increase in the amount of members who
passed the 500 BIGs barrier (BIG 10 level). And some members are even approaching the summit of
our BIG Challenge: 1,000 BIGs. Here an overview:
Year

Minimum amount of BIGs
needed to be in the top 100.

Amount of members who
have more than 500 BIGs

Amount of members who
have 1,000 BIGs

2008

126

3

0

2009

141

5

0

2010

171

8

0

2011

209

10

1 (currently)

(currently)

(currently

1 (end of year)?

We are busy to create clubs for the members who have reached these high altitudes in the ranking.
Currently the work names are the club of 500 and the club of 1,000. And the club 1,000 is there:

Club of 1,000
Number

Name

Country

Amount of BIGs

1

Etienne MAYEUR

Belgium

1000

Soon to enter the Club of 1,000
Eric LUCAS

Belgium

973

You have read it at start of this newsletter and that implies we had to open the doors for the Club of
1,000 as Etienne MAYEUR has reached the magic number of 1,000. We are glad and honoured we
could open these doors so soon. And Eric LUCAS is on the doorstep to enter it. He’s welcome too of
course!

Club of 500
Number

Name

Country

Amount of BIGs

1

Eric LUCAS

Belgium

973

2

Alain JACQUEMIN

Belgium

702

3

Wim VAN ELS

The Netherlands

688

4

Dominique JACQUEMIN

Belgium

632

5

Karl BRENNER

Germany

604

6

Kevin SPEED

England

600

7

Richard VAN AMEIJDEN

The Netherlands

578

8

Martin TAYLOR

England

518

9

Ard OOSTRA

Switzerland

500

Soon to enter the Club of 5000
Frederic RAFOLS

Spain

468

Luigi SPINA

Italy

454

Nuria ESCUER MESTRES

Spain

446

And not too far away is that the first woman will enter the club of 500. Read more about Nuria
ESCUER MESTRES in the Top 5 news topic number 5.
The working names of the clubs will soon be replaced and we’ll keep you informed of course via a
newsflash on the webpage and in the next newsletter.

TOP 4: Iron BIG (The success continues!)
Yet another item that should perhaps get its own place in the newsletters. This due the fact that it is
such a popular event. After the success of last year we get reports from members on their Iron BIG on
a regular basis. Since the 2011 Iron BIGs that we have highlighted in the tow previous newsletters
there have been other out there again to become a Godfather:










Daniel GOBERT became Godfather of BIG 105: Keutenberg on the 15th of August by cycling
it 25 times in 1 day.
An impressive feat of our president who had injured his Achilles tendon during a game of
soccer with his students in February this year. And after surgery and walking with plaster he
has bow fully recovered as you can see. And know that the ascent of Keutenberg starts with a
22% part!
th
Raphaël COUCKE became Godfather of BIG 120: Triple Mur Monty on the 16 of August by
cycling it 25 times in 1 day.
Again an amazing achievement when looking at the amount of altimeters he gathered that
day: 4,275m! This is more than what professional cyclists take on during the heaviest stages
in Tour de France. Pictures: http://bigascensions.free.fr/ironbig-triplemur-raf.htm
th
Michel MENARD became Godfather of BIG 236: Fort de Chaudanne on the 14 of August
by cycling it 25 times on 1 day. You can read more, in French, here:
http://bigascensions.free.fr/ironbig-mm.doc
Manel GOMEZ became Godfather of BIG 450: Mont Caró on 25 on the 15nd of August by
cycling it 25 times times in one year. He started on the 23rd of April this year.
Here you can find the pictures:
https://picasaweb.google.com/110011503603203315658/MONTCARO?authuser=0&authkey=
Gv1sRgCLjh6ee6w4CZUQ&feat=directlink
th
Gerard VAN DONGEN became Godafther of BIG 102: Italiaanse Weg on the 29 of August
by cycling it 25 times on 1 day.
Here you can find the pictures:
https://picasaweb.google.com/101832260258534652078/PeetvaderItaliaanseweg?authuser=0
&feat=directlink









Philippe DEMARS and Tony FOX became Godafthers of BIG 135: Cheval de Bois on the 6th
of September by cycling it 25 times in one month.
You can read more, in French, here:
http://bigascensions.free.fr/ironbig-cheval/cheval_bois.doc
Or just look at the pictures:
http://bigascensions.free.fr/ironbig-cheval/cheval_bois.htm
Lionel DAVID became Godfather of BIG 276: Col de la Colombière on the 9th of September
by cycling it 25 times in one year.
th
Alfredo RUIZ DE AZUA became Godfather of BIG 410: Puerto de Orduña on the 11 of
September by cycling it 25 times in one month.
Raphaël COUCKE and Tom MERVILLE became Godfathers of BIG 113: Koppenberg on
the 14th of September by cycling it 25 times in 1 day. Pictures can be found here:
http://bigascensions.free.fr/ironbig-kopp/ironraftom.htm.
György DOMONKOS, Gabor KREICSI, Aladar PUSKAS and Gabor VINCZE became
th
Godfathers of BIG 851: Galyatető on the 16 of September by cycling it 25 times in one year.
They climbed the Galyatetö 25 times during one year, sometimes alone, sometimes together,
th
but the last time, the 16 of September 2011 they cycled together. 100x Galyatetö! And then
to know they have cycled this BIG with temperatures ranging from 0° Celcius to 35° Celcius.
This makes their Iron BIG shine a little brighter even.
A mosaic picture can be found here:
http://bigascensions.free.fr/ironbig-galyateto/ironmagyar02.jpg
And details about the Iron BIG ascents in an Excel file can be viewed too:
http://bigascensions.free.fr/ironbig-galyateto/irontable.xls It’s in Hungarian but the figures
speak for themselves ;-)

100x Galyatetö!

More information about the godfathers on http://bigascensions.free.fr/ironbig25.htm Where you can
see who is still working or planning to become a Gofdafther (again)). Like Michal Fulka and Marc
Métailler

TOP 5: Women of the BIG
We are happy to see that the ladies are more active in our BIG challenge and hence also more and
more present. A simple look at the classement 2012 shows many women in the top 100 and coming
from many different countries and especially from Germany. Look for yourself:
Ranking in the 2011
Classification
2nd
4th
8th
15th
30th
40th
42nd
45 th
69th

Name
Nuria ESCUER MESTRES
Denise CHARY
Cecilia TORELLI
Dominique VANSTIPHOUT
Elise JACQUEMIN
Elisabeth ANGERER
Julia KOCH
Anja VON HEYDEBRECK
Claudia SOMMER-BRENNER

Country
Spain
France
Italy
Belgium
Belgium
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany

Amount of BIGs claimed in
20011 so far.
105
76
66
60
32
35
35
33
27

And this out of the 997 members who claimed BIGs in 2011 so far. Yep, so far as the year is not over
yet and as they say: ‘It ain’t over till the fat lady sings'.

The BIG is on line:
In the previous newsletter we had the chapter: The BIG is not on line. We are running out of websites
to highlight for you. So unless you bring interesting sites to our attention this chapter will disappear.
For now let me point out a kind of a “Start page” to you that you might not be aware of. It is a “Start
page” that exists on our BIG website! You can find it on: http://www.challenge-big.eu/en/page/links
It shows numerous links towards pages that can be of interest for you.
The links have been grouped into:










Archives old website
Here you can find a link to our old website where you can find how the BIG has evolved over the
years for instance (http://danielgobert.free.fr/changes/suggest.htm). As well as a presentation
about BIG (Diaporama).
Climbing Associations'websites
Here you’ll find the links to other cyclo-climbing associations that exist. Like UIC for instance that
we had a meeting with in 2007 in Trento.
Climbs'websites : Profiles, datas
If you are looking for profiles and data about ascents then here are many links that offer that. With
Archivio salite it is possible to sort on toughness of the ascents for instance. A feature that we
hope to offer to contributing members this year also. Or CyclingCols that provide better profiles for
extreme irregular ascents like Hirschbichl (BIG 199) for instance.
Methods : calculation
For the mathematicians amongst us links to sites that explain different methods to compare how
tough a climb is. The one called “Europoints” contains a comparison of methods written by our
President and it explains how the Energypoints as they are called nowadays (Europoints in the
past) are calculated.
Books
A few links that show books like for instance the famous Altigraph books from France

Please let us know in case links don’t work anymore or if you have found sites that can be of interest
of other members and that you have found while surfing the Internet to find information related to our
hobby of uphill cycling. Share and enjoy is the motto! Thanks in advance for your help.

About a BIG: Col du Parpaillon
(In search of a forgotten myth.)
There are not many cols in the Alps that reach 2,640 meters altitude. Nor having more than 1,800
meters difference of height. Nor is there often a tunnel on top of more than 500 meters and unlit. Too
bad (or not) that it is a few kilometers unpaved. That is another uniqueness of our hero of today.
For anyone who loves to climb the mountains on his bicycle, Parpaillon should be a compulsory
destination. Some historical cycloclimbers have spoken of Parpaillon as the true Mecca of
cycloclimbers, Jose Bruffaerts (BIG Member number 3) said: "Parpaillon is to cycloclimbers what
Paris-Brest-Paris is to the randonneur" André Tignon (BIG Member number 9) claims it as a
disappeared myth. The altimetry book Altigraph (my Bible) speaks of it as "a true giant of the Southern
Alps." As you can see all the references were not just good but excellent!
During the thirties and forties it became popular among the rising French cyclists, there was even a
register in Crévoux (still in force?) of the riders who managed to crown its summit. But for many years
now Parpaillon has been forgotten. Too bad.
If anything characterizes Parpaillon, it is the tunnel at the top.

Let me tell you that tunnels are part of my wet dreams. This year I have been lucky enough to climb
some of the tunnels that excited me, the three tunnels of Zoncolan, the one of Hochtor Pass, those of
San Boldo in curves and to finish, at the end of August, the Parpaillon tunnel, to me the King of
Tunnels!
A horseshoe shaped tunnel at 2,650 meters height, over 500 meters long, narrow and unlit, cold, leaky
water and lots of puddles. With heavy iron gates on both sides that close down the tunnel in winter,
only imagine the closing invokes a horror movie. I must say I was intimidated by the thought. For once,
I did not want to come up at the end of the climb because it meant having to go through the tunnel.
Parpaillon tunnel was built for military purposes as it represented a strategic step between Ubaye and
Durance valleys. Construction began in 1891 and it was opened in 1901. The no maintenance of the
road and its subsequent degradation are due to the disappearance of this military interest.
If one day Tour de France decides to follow the Giro and look for different things, it should not overlook
Parpaillon. I would say, "Are you looking for innovation? Try with Parpaillon!". For many reasons. The
views are great and the combination with other climbs are simply endless. From its side of Embrun
(the hardest) Parpaillon could be put before the Cime de la Bonette or before Col de Vars, or before
the Col de Larche (Maddalena in Italian), or even before Col de Pontis like we did. The last eight
kilometers of the side from Embrun are not paved and the first ten kilometers of the descent to La
Condamine and Jausiers neither. That, and all the way through the muddy tunnel on the top, makes it
very unlikely that the Tour would include Parpaillon, but cycling has always been adventure, and there
is probably no greater adventure in recent years in the Grand Tours. With a proper coating (like the
Giro d’Italia used to improve the surface on Col delle Finestre and Plan de Corones), everything is
possible.
The beginning of the ascent is in Embrun, another Mecca but this time for long-distance triathletes.
Not difficult to find the road that runs from Embrun to Crévoux, which is the one we must follow at all
times. The traffic is very scarce, so it is much easier to enjoy the mountains and their sounds and
silences. Wonderful. We expect a 28 kilometers long climb, 20km of them paved and only the last
eight dirt, a little beyond La Chalp. Those last 8 km at 9.60% suppose a major challenge, especially
considering all that we have already climbed.

Above 2,000 meters, the forest disappeared and until the end we were surrounded by high mountain
meadows, a stony track with a constant slope, very broad curves and exceptional views was leading
us gradually upward.

Reaching the tunnel is an exciting
moment. After so many miles uphill,
constantly looking up to sense the end of
the climb, we did not see a sign of the
way to the other side. The tunnel
appeared as a surprise after a left bend.

With no signs at the top of this climb, the
tunnel is a must for a photo. We created
at that time, what now has become part of
the best memories of my cycling life.

And finally the time came. It could not be
avoided.. Despite the heat stroke that
shook France the day we went, I had to put
on the raincoat, I also put on a headlight
and I was psyched. For a moment we
wondered whether we should wait for any
motorcycle or 4x4 to help us pass through
but then ruled that out. To go escorted
meant no adventure. Go on! We entered
the darkness. The front light did not
illuminate anything, I did not know where
the bike went, I only knew falling water and
puddles that covered the tires of the
mountain bike. I tried to concentrate and
avoid slipping in the mud. Shouting
between us helped to chase away the fear.

The passage is so narrow that it allows passage of only one vehicle. We accelerated without looking
back as if we were been haunted, meanwhile the light at the end of the tunnel gained power. Suddenly
we saw some lights coming towards us. I did not know if they would see our miserable front light. We
had to stop and stand aside. Our imaginary pursuers caught us ... The car passed and we went on
with our muddy boots and eager to leave. We had a hard time
and note that I am not claustrophobic!

At the end of the tunnel the views were again spectacular for the first few miles. The rocky trail lasts
for 10 km until we reached the Chapel of Santa Ana, where we were double happy, since in addition to
recovering the asphalt we also enjoyed a fountain in a day of intense heat.

Parpaillon up and down is a great experience in itself, but the stage we had planned was more
ambitious than that. Down the eastern slope to La Condamine, continue to Jausiers, continue
Barcelonette Gap direction and then, shortly after Le Lauzet, take the turning towards the village of
Pontis and Col de Pontis.

Through a very, very hard road (5 km average of 10% on this side of Ubaye) we got to Sabine le Lac,
with spectacular views over the Lac de Serre Ponçon, the largest artificial lake in Europe with a
capacity of one million six hundred thousand litres of water, a true Pharaon work, a prodigy of
engineering that holds the waters of the river Durance. There are countless artificial beaches and you
can practice all water sports you want. A beautiful tourist destination.
The stage we made consisted of about 112 kilometres, of which only eighteen were unpaved in
Parpaillon. But do not try to make it by road bike, the state of the track is too poor and especially the
10 km descent on the north side would be a torture and would present a clear risk of punctures. The
mountain bike, backpack, raincoat and a strong light at the front, they're all serious recommendations
that nobody should ignore!
I know that if we go to the Alps it is logical that we catch the road bike and we conquer all the
legendary ports climbed by the Tour de France over and over every year. But if you thought about
climbing in the Southern Alps with mountain bike do not hesitate to try to conquer this giant. Of course,
make sure that is the proper season. I have read stories about walls of snow covering the tunnel
entrance and preventing access to the North Slope. I do not want to imagine entering that long tunnel
waiting to see the light at the end and not get it. I feel chills just thinking about it.
More pictures can be found on:
https://picasaweb.google.com/claudio.montefusco/Parpaillon?authkey=Gv1sRgCPy6xK3p_8i8OQ&fea
t=email#
Story by: Claudio MONTEFUSCO.

Conclusion:
We hope the newsletter has again managed to please you, to convince you (to go to an annual
meeting or crossroad) or to inform you. It’s a difficult task to keep doing this. But fortunately I have a
good team to help me there.
Regards, the newsletters team:

Enrico ALBERINI
François CANDAU
Gerd DAMEN
Helmuth DEKKERS
Jean GANGOLF
Joël GANGOLF
Daniel GOBERT
Claudio MONTEFUSCO
Luc OTEMAN

